Handbook of New Hampshire Laws Relating to Animals

TITLE III
TOWNS, CITIES, VILLAGE DISTRICTS, AND UNINCORPORATED PLACES

CHAPTER 31, POWERS AND DUTIES OF TOWNS

Power to make bylaws
31:39 Purpose and Penalties

CHAPTER 47, POWERS OF CITY COUNCILS

Aldermen
47:13 Executive Powers
47:14 Appointive Officers
47:15 Police Uniform

Bylaws And Ordinances
47:17 Bylaws and Ordinances

TITLE VII
SHERIFFS, CONSTABLES, AND POLICE OFFICERS

CHAPTER 105, POLICE OFFICERS AND WATCHMEN

Domestic Animals
105:6 Police Regulations
105:14 Cruelty to Animals
105:15 Examination, etc
105:16 Expenses
105:17 Arrest
105:18 Special Deputies

TITLE X
PUBLIC HEALTH

CHAPTER 147, NUISANCES; TOILETS; DRAINS; EXPECTORATION; RUBBISH AND WASTE

Nuisances
147:13 Offensive Matter
147:17 Cleansing Premises; Penalty
TITLE XII
PUBLIC SAFETY AND WELFARE

CHAPTER 163-B, LITTER CONTROL LAW

163-B:1 Declaration of Intent
163-B:2 Definitions
163-B:3 Unlawful Activities
163-B:4 Penalties
163-B:5 Prima Facie Evidence
163-B:6 Enforcement

CHAPTER 161-F ELDERLY AND ADULT SERVICES

Companion Animals

161-F:30 Definitions
161-F:31 Authority
161-F:32 Damage Deposit
161-F:33 Owner’s Responsibility

CHAPTER 167-D, HEARING EAR DOGS, GUIDE DOGS, SERVICE DOGS, AND SEARCH AND RESCUE DOGS

Hearing Ear Dogs, Guide Dogs And Service Dogs

167-D:1 Definitions
167-D:2 Private Clubs, etc.
167-D:3 Dogs May Accompany
167-D:3-a Application of RSA 167-D:3 to Search and Rescue Dogs
167-D:5 Hearing Ear Dog, Guide Dog, or Service Dog Identified
167-D:6 Licensing
167-D:7 Prohibited Acts
167-D:8 Nonuse of Hearing Ear Dog, Guide Dog, or Service Dog
167-D:9 Penalty

CHAPTER 167-C, WHITE CANE LAW

167-C:2 Access to Public Facilities
167-C:3 Penalty
TITLE XVIII
FISH AND GAME

CHAPTER 207, GENERAL PROVISIONS AS TO FISH AND GAME

Dogs

207:12-a Dog Training; Fee
207:12-b Restriction on Nonresident’s Dog Training and Use of Dogs for Hunting
207:13 Field Trials
207:13-a Signs
207:13-b Treed Animals


Import, Possession, or Release of Wildlife

207:14 Import, Possession, or Release of Wildlife
207:39-a Shooting Domestic Animals; Liability

Injuring Property or Person

207:46 Penalties

CHAPTER 209, GAME BIRDS; PIGEONS

Game Birds And Pigeons

209:4 No Open Season
209:5 Migratory Game Birds

Falconry

209-A:1 Definitions
209-A:2 Purpose
209-A:3 Falconry
209-A:4 Penalty

CHAPTER 210, FUR-BEARING ANIMALS

Traps, Spring Guns, and Snares

210:11 Setting Traps
210:11-a Restrictions on Certain Traps REPEALED
210:12 Time for
210:13 Visiting Traps
210:14 Disturbing Traps of Another
210:15 Protection of Bear Traps
210:16 Spring Guns
CHAPTER 212-b, Nongame species management act

212-B:1 Title
212-B:2 Findings and Declarations
212-B:3 Definitions
212-B:4 Adoption of Rules
212-B:5 Conservation Programs
212-B:6 Fund Established; Continuing General Fund Appropriation to Match Donations

CHAPTER 215-A, OFF HIGHWAY RECREATIONAL VEHICLES AND TRAILS

215-A:29 OHRV Operation and License

TITLE XXI:
MOTOR VEHICLES

CHAPTER 264, ACCIDENTS AND FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Report Of Injury To Dog
264:31 Report of Injury to Dog

CHAPTER 265, RULES OF THE ROAD
Obedience To And Effect Of Traffic Laws
265:5 Persons Riding Animals; Driving Animal-Drawn Vehicles
265:104 Approaching Horses
CHAPTER 427, LIVESTOCK AND MEAT INSPECTION

Humane Slaughter

427:33 Terms Defined
427:34 Prohibition
427:35 Prohibition
427:36 Penalty
427:37 Administration and Enforcement
427:38 Definitions

CHAPTER 435, ANIMAL CARE, BREEDING AND FEED

Breeding Animals

435:1 Certificate
435:2 Record
435:3 Neglect to Furnish
435:4 False Statement
435:5 Colts Less Than 90 Days Old

Treatment of horses

435:11 Similar Animals
435:12 Proper Care
435:13 Proper Feeding
435:14 Shelter Available
435:15 Veterinarian Services and Probable Cause Determinations
435:15-a Rulemaking
435:16 Penalty

Feeding Garbage to Swine

435:32 Definitions
435:33 Permit
435:34 Application
435:35 Revocation
435:36 Cooking or Other Treatment
435:36-a Quarantine Required
435:37 Inspection and Investigation; Maintenance of Records
435:38 Cooperation with the Federal Government
CHAPTER 436, DISEASES OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS

436:1 Definitions
436:2 Division of Animal Industry
436:3 Record to be Kept
436:4 Report
436:5 Assistance; Rules
436:6 Federal Cooperation

State Veterinarian

436:7 Appointment
436:8 Powers
436:9 Salary and Expenses

Importation of Bovines

436:10 Regulated
436:11 Permits
436:12 Notice of Arrival
436:13 Examination
436:14 Calves
436:15 Release from Quarantine
436:16 Diseased Animals
436:17 Disposal of Carcasses
436:18 Witnessing Disposal
436:19 Hides
436:20 Proceeds of Carcasses

Importation of tested bovines

436:21 Without Quarantine
436:22 Accredited Cattle
436:23 Retesting

Importation of Other Domestic Animals

436:24 Rulemaking
436:25 Diseased Animals
436:26 Expense of Examination, etc.

Permits to those on state line or shipping interstate

436:27 Permits To Drive Animals
436:28 Issuance of Health Certificates
Investigations and Reports

436:31 Investigations
436:32 Aid
436:33 Notice to Commissioner

Quarantine

436:34 Quarantine of Animals
436:35 Quarantine of Premises
436:36 Quarantine of Locality
436:37 Destroying Notice of Quarantine
436:38 Penalty for Violations
436:39 Examinations

Disposal of Diseased Animals

436:40 Test; Slaughter
436:41 Expense

Tests on Application of Owner, Vaccination

436:42 By Commissioner
436:43 Application
436:44 Examination; Disposal
436:45 Expense; Indemnity
436:46 Surveillance Tests
436:47 Vaccination Against Brucellosis
436:48 Alternate Plan
436:49 Pasteurization of Milk from Herds Adopting Alternate Plan

Private Tests

436:50 Report
436:51 Contents
436:52 Reactors
436:53 Penalty for Failure to Report
436:54 Examination; Report

Appraisal And Indemnity

436:55 Appraisers
436:56 Valuation
436:57 Importations
436:58 Concealment
436:59 Certificates
Retention for Breeding Purposes

436:62 Quarantine
436:63 Killing
436:64 No Compensation
436:65 Milk of Retained Animals
436:66 Offspring
436:67 Premises
436:68 Sale

Marks and Records for Tested Animals

436:69 Sound Animals
436:70 Reactors
436:71 Tags
436:72 Records
436:73 Penalty

Sale of Diseased Animals

436:74 Penalty
436:75 Contract of Sale
436:76 Permit for Removal


Report of Animals Killed

436:77 Making
436:78 Exception
436:79 Penalty

Sale of Vaccines

436:80 Label
436:81 Virulent Hog Cholera Virus Prohibited
436:82 Exception

Penalties

436:83 Interference With Tests
436:84 General Penalty
436:85 Veterinarians
Livestock Events

436:86 Definitions; Doping and Stimulating Prohibited
436:87 Test Authorize
436:88-a Penalty
436:90 Rulemaking

Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory

436:92 Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory

Equine Infectious Anemia

436:93 Definitions
436:94 Requirement for a Second Test
436:95 Equines Imported Into New Hampshire; Testing Requirements
436:96 Equine Reactors; Rulemaking
436:98 Penalty

Rabies Control

436:99 Definitions
436:100 Rabies Vaccination Required
436:101 Owner's Statement
436:102 Duties of Veterinarian
436:103 Cost
436:104 Transient Dogs, Cats, or Ferrets
436:105 Impoundment of Dog Rabies Suspects
436:105-a Impoundment of Cat Rabies Suspects
436:105-b Impoundment of Ferret Rabies Suspects
436:105-c Police Dogs
436:106 Handling of Dogs, Cats, and Ferrets Bitten by Rabid Animals
436:107 Impoundment of Dog Without Tag
436:108 Enforcement
436:109 Penalty

CHAPTER 437, SALE OF PETS AND DISPOSITION OF UNCLAIMED ANIMALS

Sale of Animals and Birds

437:1 License Required
437:2 Definitions
437:3 Licenses
437:4 Prohibition
437:5 Rulemaking
437:6 Information to be Furnished
437:7 Exception
437:8 Inspections
437:9 Penalty

Importation and Sale
437:10 Dogs, Cats, and Ferrets
437:11 Importation and Sale Violation
437:12 Notice and Hearing
437:13 Examination by Licensed Veterinarian

Breeder's Health Certificate for Cats
437:13-a Health Certificate for Cats

Sale, Gift, or Display of Certain Birds and Rabbits
437:14 Artificial Coloring
437:15 Sale or Gift of Small Quantities
437:16 Conditions of Keeping and Display
437:17 Penalty

Unclaimed and Abandoned Animals
437:18 Definitions
437:19 Notice to Owner; Reclaiming of Animals
437:20 Disposition of Abandoned Animals
437:21 Duty of Operator
437:22 Experimentation and Vivisection Prohibited

Animal Population Control
437-A:1 Definitions
437-A:2 Program Established
437-A:3 Eligibility of Owner of Dog or Cat to Participate
437-A:4 Veterinarian Participation
437-A:4-a Fund Established; Solicitation and Acceptance of Funds
437-A:5 Rulemaking
437-A:6 Enforcement; Administrative Fine
437-A:7 Committee Established
437-A:8 Duties
437-A:9 Report
TITLE XLV
ANIMALS

CHAPTER 466, DOGS AND CATS

Licensing of Dogs

466:1 Procuring License; Tag
466:1-a Vaccination Required
466:1-b Rabies Certificate
466:1-c Authorization to Issue Licenses; Local Law Enforcement Officers
466:2 Part of Year
466:3 Transfer
466:4 Fees
466:5 Disposal of Fees
466:6 Group Licenses
466:6-a Breeder's Health Certificate
466:7 Additional Charge Where Payment of License Fee is Delayed
466:8 Exemption From
466:9 Payment of Fees
466:11 Records
466:12 Account
466:13 Forfeiture
466:13-a Licensing of Cats

Unlicensed Dogs

466:14 Warrants; Proceedings
466:15 Fees
466:16 Returns
466:18-a Title to Unlicensed Dogs in Humane Societies

Remedies and Penalties for Injuries Done by Dogs

466:19 Liability of Owner or Keeper
466:21 Liability of Towns or Cities
466:22 Procedure to Enforce
466:23 Suit
466:24 Costs
466:25 Orders, How Payable
466:26 Recovery Over
466:27 Remedies
466:28 Killing Dogs Legalized

Muzzling and Restraining Dogs

466:29 Order; Rabies Epidemic
466:30 Special Notice
466:30-a Dog Control Law
466:31 Dogs a Menace, a Nuisance or Vicious
466:31-a Penalties
466:32 Officers' Fees

Damages to Game
466:33 Dogs at Large
466:34 Pursuing Game, etc
466:35 Maiming Game
466:36 Killing Dogs

Penalties, etc.
466:37 Official Neglect
466:38 How Recoverable
466:39 City or Town Bylaws

Miscellaneous
466:40 Mutilation Prohibited
466:40-a Possession of Cropped Dog
466:42-a Stealing Dogs, etc
466:42-b Civil Recovery
466:43 List of Owners
466:44 Restaurants and Food Store
466:45 Responsibility of Cities and Towns

Guard Dogs in Commercial Establishments
466:46 Definitions
466:47 License
466:48 Registration
466:49 Registration Fee
466:50 Registration Requirements
466:51 Inspections
466:52 Hearing
466:53 Notification to Local Agencies
466:54 Penalty

CHAPTER 466-A, WOLF HYBRIDS
466-A:1 Definitions
466-A:2 General Applicability
466-A:3 Prohibitions
466-A:4 Vaccination
466-A:5 Confinement
CHAPTER 467, RUNNING AT LARGE

467:1 Bull
467:1-a Stallions
467:2 Ram
467:3 Wild Boar
467:4 Abatement
467:5 Liability
467:6 Nature of Remedy

CHAPTER 468, ANIMAL BRANDS AND MARKS

468:1 Marks; Record
468:2 Altering Brand, etc

TITLE LII
ACTIONS, PROCESS, AND SERVICE OF PROCESS

CHAPTER 508, LIMITATION OF ACTIONS

508:19 Liability; Equine Activities

TITLE LXII
CRIMINAL CODE

CHAPTER 634, DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY

634:3 Unauthorized Use of Propelled Vehicle or Animal

CHAPTER 635, UNAUTHORIZED ENTRIES

635:3 Trespassing Stock
635:4 Prescribed Manner of Posting
635:5 Penalty

CHAPTER 637, THEFT

637:9 Unauthorized Use of Propelled Vehicle or Rented Property
CHAPTER 638, FRAUD

Forgery and Fraudulent Practices Generally

638:8 Sports Bribery

CHAPTER 644, BREACHES OF THE PEACE AND RELATED OFFENSES

644:8 Cruelty to Animals
644:8-a Exhibitions of Fighting Animals
644:8-aa Animals in Motor Vehicle
644:8-b Docking Tail of Horse
644:8-c Animal Use in Science Classes and Science Fairs
644:8-d Maiming or Causing the Death of or Willful Interference With Police Dogs or Horses
644:8-e Willful Interference With Organizations or Projects Involving Animals or With Animal Facilities
644:8-f Transporting Dogs in Pickup Trucks
644:16 Exposing Poisons